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About This Content

Upgrade Your Starting Flight!

Friday Harbor is your default starting location in FSX: Steam Edition and this add-on completely upgrades it to a superb photo-
real edition with levels of detail you've never experienced before.

The San Juan Islands in the US Pacific Northwest are one of the most beautiful bush flying locations in the world, and now you
can experience it as though you are really there.

You will find the main airport - Friday Harbor (KHFR) has been accurately reproduced down to the tiniest detail, and in
addition every grass strip and private airport on San Juan Island has also been given a full makeover with plenty of exploration

for you to do.

Features

Ground imagery at 15cm per pixel for the airport

The whole of San Juan Island in 60cm per pixel photo-real

Custom 5m terrain mesh for the entire island

Beautifully modelled airport, marina and fishing village
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Made from actual onsite photographs taken at the airport

Incredibly detailed ground poly runway, aprons and lights

Animated people around the airport

3D volumetric trees, grasses and vegetation

Accurate watermasks for the shores

Fully optimized for excellent performance

Includes moving vehicle traffic across the island

Expertly seasonally colour matched

Optional custom auto generated trees for better authenticity

Optional custom ground bump map for better clarity

Full DLC control panel app to customize your level of detail

Airfields Included

KFHR Friday Harbor (Main airport)

1WA9 Friday West

WA09 Roche Harbor

61WA Burden Field

2W4 Kanaka Bay

2W7 False Bay

1W4 Schoolhouse Field

3WA5 Hidden Meadows

W33 Friday Harbor Seaplane base

W39 Roche Harbor Seaplane base
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Really beautifully crafted worked from Orbx team. I had already downloaded the amazing PNW as I wanted to simulate flying a
cargo bush plane so getting Friday Harbour was a no brainer. I like bush flying and this is perfect as it comes with not only the
main controlled airport but many bush strips around the island (just watch out for those telegraph poles) and sea plane bases to
boot. Just had a fly round in my A2A cub and I\u2019m really impressed. the attention to detail and people flow animations
send a warm glow up my spine. Only thing wrong was some floating AI planes at FH which I hope get sorted out by the team
soon.. The positive first! This is a gorgeous scenery pack for Friday Harbor, if this is your first Orbx product and first
introduction to Orbx and what they are capable of this is just as good as any product they have ever introduced and you'll enjoy
hours of flying into the harbor from various parts of the west coast. Unfortunately! There is a bad part to this scenery and that
deals with the season changes. Now, I realise that the west coast usually has a temperate climate and not alot of snow but
unfortunatley this clashes with fsx's hard winter in the region and there are no hard winter textures for this scenery. You'll end
up with hard winter all around except Friday Harbor and this kinda ruins it as it doesn't blend in with the surrounding scenery of
course. I am actually quite surprised that Orbx would allow this as I have many many ftx products including global, vector, open
lc and many airports and it came as a surprise upon downloading this there are no hard winter textures even though it's included
in ALL Orbx products outside of Steam! If you just fly occasionally and in summer or fall only, then this product, on sale at $10
bucks is fine, but if you are like me and let the clock keep ticking his product is not worth the $20 outside of the sale. Which is
a shame, because it's gorgeous! On that basis alone I cannot recommend this product till it blends in with the hard winter in fsx.
Shame really! Orbx has some pretty amazing stuff outside of steam!. When I downloaded Steam FSX, as a stand alone.... It was
great and was able to add ALL of my addons without a hitch... maybe a simmconect here and there....
I dont know if its the updates or what but my performance has dropped... Stuttering.....
I also purchased the Friday Harbor but after "Not Approving a remote installation"
Afte no luck contacting support, the next day it was already installed. I specificaly did not want this and still no explanation as to
they're remote install of Friday Harbor and a new file called FSX64.

All I know is I was really ready to praise this company but P3D V3 is looking better all the time.
I like flying!.
I don't like chasing down support with no response or explanation as to why this is all happening....
I don't like crashing and files downloaded against my will....

But honestly? stick top old FSX until this company learns how to provide proper support..... can not get it to work it is still
showing default textures. Hi there. I bought this product from Steam on 22 Septemebr 2015 and it is successfully installed in the
Steam Library. However, when I load Friday Harbor, the runway is non-existent and on take-off the aircraft is buried
completely in sand with no sign of any updated graphics anywhere in the airport area as advertised. I have been trying absolutely
everything to find a solution to the problem and even applied for a refund from Steam, which was refused as I exceed the time
limitation.

I am very disappointed to say the least but, would appreciate advice on how the problem can be resolved as I would really like to
get the programme up and running correctly. Maybe a complete reinstallation of the product could be the answer.

I look forward to a reply asap.

Regards

Doug Welsh
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Poorly optomised, terrible framerates and artifacts on a modern system despite tweaking configs and dialling down settings.
Avoid.. Great add on if your a low flyer, plenty of detailed airstips and over all detail is Amazing. great job by Orbx and
Doveltail. haven't encounted any bugs so all is working well =) worth the buy.. This scenery looks great and is well worth the
money. Keep in mind it's not just the main airport, the whole island is overhauled.. Quiet a few years ago I started the original
FSX Boxed for the first time and really enjoyed flying around for the first time in the trike above Friday Harbour. Then it was a
single strip runway with a couple of blocky box buildings, but for the time still enjoyable.

Since then I have never been back, unitl now! A small amount of hassle getting the scenery installed, but once
installed...........any new flight simmer will now have a very enjoyable time flying around Friday Harbour and trying out landings
on the many airports. Great scenery as always by ORBX and glad DTG have brought them aboard!

Looking forward to more scenery from Orbx and DTG in the future.. This add-on is secunda. I'd try to return it next day from
buying it and in answer steam said i'd use it too long -11 hours - ( that is not true - i'd use FSX SE so long after buying this add-
on!!! - this I used very shortly and only trying to make it work like my many other (good) _PURE_ ORBX FTX products).

This is not working - I'd want my money back as promised in STEAM RULES!

thx.. After installing this DLC, FSX no longer starts. At the same time this DLC was added, it also installed something called
FSX64. Not sure if that is related, but I uninstalled FSX-Steam edition, re-installed (50GBytes worth :( ). It ran once, but back
to not starting......
Ouch. Not working on my setup. Buildings and airport appearances appear "up in the air" about 10 feet. Runway appears to be
on a berm and when aircraft approaches it just burrows into the runway. Really pretty entertaining. Guess this problem has been
around at least since 2015. Sounds like unlikely to get a refund if you've had the add-on for more than 8 hours trying to figure it
out.. Please advise how to reload this app - the runway is not fully installed - planes on landing sink !!!!. This DLC brings a new
level to the default Friday Harbor scenery!
But please be aware of the following: I\\'ve found a narrow patch of land appearing in the water, between Henry Island and
Sidney Island (between coordinates N48\u00b036.26\\'\/W123\u00b011.76\\' - N48\u00b036.21\\'\/W123\u00b015.08\\').
I believe that this issue (along with others) has been corrected in a patch\/update, only available for the non STEAM Orbx
Friday Harbor scenery.
Also note that Orbx doesn\\'t directly support their FSX:SE Steam DLCs, sending all related issues to the Dovetail support,
which can\\'t really be of much help, as they aren\\'t the original developers of the scenery.. \/* Resolved *\/
Hi,
after this update, I see a lot of "black square" near trees and under aeroplanes. I have GTX 970 graphics card and latest drivers.
Before this addon I don't have these problems.
Generally I think that DLC was prepared good but please resolve these problems, make graphics more modern and lower price
because in this moment I think that addon is not worthy this price.
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